
Worlds Plot 361 

Chapter 361: 8.86 First Blue Star - Beginning of War 

At the Oberion Empire, Feng Clan's Mansion. 

The remaining direct members of the Phoenix Clan had all gathered together in the living room. They 

had just received the news and information about the events at Planet Citlali, Planet Zerg, and here at 

the Capital itself. Both Marshal Sirius and Marshal Janus didn't hide anything from this family. Now that 

both marshals young and old are away, the only ones who can put the noble clans and Imperial Family in 

reins are the Feng Clan. 

One of the aides in the Feng Mansion just sent away a few more people some noble families had sent. 

They wanted the Feng Clan to step out now that both Marshals are not in the Empire. No one knew who 

spread the news that the Old Marshal is not around, it seems that there are still some traitors in the 

Interstellar Federation. The Feng Clan didn't choose to lead but stood on the sidelines watching over the 

Federation and the Imperial Family. 

Some small clans who work for them as their vassals were given a mission to investigate the Imperial 

Family and the Federation but they weren't allowed to get directly involved with the people within 

those two groups. 

In the living room of the Feng Mansion. 

All direct members of the Feng Clan had gathered except for the two young lords of the house. They 

were all seated at the couches enjoying some tea but unfortunately, the atmosphere within the room 

wasn't that good. They had all read the reports that Marshal Sirius got from the Old Marshal Janus. 

Particularly the part about the Imperial Family is no more, they had ended up being vessels for the zerg 

race that took over their bodies. 

Feng Tian commented after reading the reports about the parasitism of the Imperial Clan, "They are too 

careless! No one even noticed that the people they see every day had suddenly acted weird!? If not for 

the Empress then... we wouldn't have known those aliens secretly replacing humans with their own." 

"Dear, ease your anger. At the very least, Zenith and Yue'er were not in the palace when that happened. 

If by then... I really don't want to think over what would have happened to our daughter and son-in-law. 

Sniff~ Sister Adhara~ Wuwuwu..." said Feng (Navi) Luna. 

Even before her daughter and Empress Adhara's son had gotten married, Feng Luna had always treated 

the Empress as her elder sister. As she is one of the few who didn't side with the masses when the Navi 

Clan wanted to destroy her reputation. The Empress is quite a chivalrous woman. She is a person with a 

cool personality that could even contend against Emperor Sol, her husband. 

Feng Tian had to comfort his crying wife, she had always been soft towards those she likes. "Shush~ My 

dear, don't cry. No one, this is our fault. Everything is because of those alien bugs." he said. 

Meanwhile, Feng Xuan is thinking of something different instead of the problems regarding the Imperial 

Palace. He keeps watching the recording of Feng Jing who had executed the whole Black Turtle Unit and 

everyone that is involved in his treason. His wife, Xue Xia noticed that his husband had been quiet most 

of the time and kept watching the deeds of their youngest descendant, Feng Jing. 



Xue Xia asked, "Husband, is there something wrong? You keep watching Xiao Jing's deeds. Didn't he do 

well with eliminating the dregs of the capital?" 

"Hm~ Yes but there is something about Xiao Jing that makes me remember something our ancestor had 

said before..." answered Feng Xuan while still staring at Feng Jing's cold eyes yet mischievous smile. 

"Why are Xiao Jing's eyes glinting silver? Does this only happen when he's angry?" 

When the old master of the house had pointed out this fact, the other three had no other choice but to 

stare at Feng Jing's eyes on every video and noticed that once Feng Jing is indeed angry his crimson eyes 

would sometimes glow with silver. 

Xue Xia murmured, "This... It does not seem to be my bloodline either. What is this?" 

"It really is the same in the prophecy. 'Thee destruction would come and darkness would fall only once 

the world had been destroyed once that the Phoenix would be reborn.' That's what our Ancestors had 

passed down to our family. They said that destruction is silver in color and black for darkness. But no 

one knows whether it was real or not." said Feng Xuan. 

"This... Is our Xiao Jing a God?" asked Feng Luna. 

Silence ascends in the area as each of them looks at the other's eyes seeking for an answer sadly no one 

knows what is wrong. 

Feng Xuan said, "Forget about this for now. Let's focus on the problems of the Empire and the Imperial 

Family. Since Xue Ying and his partner are on their way back I will need to have someone send them to 

the Ancestral Temple and allow that child Lin Yven to enter rebirth. Wife, can I leave that to you?" 

Xue Xia smiled at his husband and said, "Leave the children to me. Just focus on the Empire's problem. 

As for the war in Planet Citlali, Sirius and our darling would be enough for those Zergs. I am more 

worried about Brother Celes' retreat from the Zerg Planet." 

"Dage would be there himself. There will surely be no problems at all. What I wanted to know is why 

Xiao Jing is not allowing us to capture those parasites at the Imperial Palace," said Feng Xuan. 

Feng Tian said, "There might be something he knew that he couldn't tell us about. Father, for now, let's 

just keep an eye on the Imperial Clan and take control of the Interstellar Federation before those guys 

think of getting ahead now that Uncle Stellan is not around. Didn't we turn a blind eye to them all these 

years because uncle told us so? Now that most spies were cleaned up, let's protect Uncle's position from 

those robbers." 

"A'Tian you are going with me to the Federation tomorrow. Xia'er once those children come back home 

send them to the Temple and instruct them the rules. Luna, I will leave the guests to you. This house 

would be used as a temporary headquarters for everyone once they've returned to the Empire. The Lin 

Clan is already half family since that boy Xue Ying had marked that good boy. We will treat them as 

family." commanded Feng Xuan as the leader of the Clan. 

"We will follow the orders!" 

--- 

Planet Citlali 



Everyone was training their usual routines until the monitoring system left in the space outside the star 

finally detected incoming enemies entering the planet's hemisphere. 

PING! PING! PING! PING! 

[Enemies detected! Enemies detected! Low to middle level zergs had entered the planet. Their numbers 

are beyond a million still increasing.] 

Everyone's expressions turned serious as they all ran over to their tent wearing their armors and getting 

ready with their weapons. The rear support group had already erected a barrier at their base while 

helping the warrior in preparing for the battle. The busiest of them all is Solaris Vega who had been 

upgrading their personalized weapon since the start. 

When everyone is fully geared they see Marshal Sirius in a pure black suit for battle with mecha 

configuration. It is the same suit as theirs which can be used for close combat and space battle. All their 

mechas were ready in their inventory gadget at any time. 

Since only Low to middle-level zergs had entered the planet, they can only fight without mecha to save 

energy stones. They can only use blades to fight the first few waves. 

Standing in front of the group is the Marshal in all black standing beside him is Feng Jing wearing 

personalized armor for the Feng Clan. A dark red armor with orange wings insignia on his back. His figure 

is slender and small but the aloof yet powerful presence he is emitting could blend with Marshal Sirius's 

cold and ruthless aura. 

Just with the two of them standing in front of everyone left an imprint that as long as these two fought 

in front of them, humanity would never lose to those alien races. 

Feng Jing and the Marshal as if feeling their gaze look back at them. The marshal's expression is 

confident and stern as usual but his presence is firm like staring at a colossal mountain. They couldn't 

even see the peak of his power. 

Meanwhile, Feng Jing's presence gives away freezing coldness but despite that, they couldn't move 

away from his gaze on him. He is like a fierce light that they could always see him as long as they try to 

look for him. Like a guiding light that pushes through the darkness. 

Marshal Sirius yelled, "There are only two orders from us. LIVE and WIN!" 

"Follow us closely or you might get lost~," said Feng Jing. His expression is playful but for some reason, 

they can feel his excitement within those eyes. The Bloodlust obsession for death and destruction. 

"YES, SIRS!!!" 

Marshal Sirius moved his gaze and looked at the smiling person beside him and held those slightly cold 

yet small hands with his big palms as if wanting to warm them. 

"Are you that happy, baby?" asked Marshal Sirius. 

Feng Jing's smile turned even sweeter with this question. "Yes, this is the first time you've allowed me to 

fight until I get bored. You will give me those two Imperial Zergs right, my love?" 



"Yes. All yours, Jing'er." said the Marshal before lowering himself to kiss his wife's forehead as if giving 

his blessing to him. "Go ahead, baby. I will follow behind you soon." 

Slightly unsatisfied Feng Jing grabbed his husband's collar and once again pulled him down. He wrapped 

his arms around the Marshal's neck and deep their kiss. The Marshal was at first taken in surprise but 

responded right away and the playful one in his embrace. 

They kissed as if it's the last day on this planet. Ignoring the other soldiers who had all averted their eyes 

from their bosses shamelessness. Only once they were both out of breath that they parted their lips. A 

silver line connects their lips until they break apart on their own. 

Feng Jing kissed his husband's nose and said, "I'll go ahead." 

Marshal Sirius reluctantly nods his head but keeps staring at the beautiful person in his embrace. 

Followed by a hum, Feng Jing disappeared on the spot like thin air. He had used teleport and had gone 

somewhere else. Everyone was stunned by the scene of Lord Jing disappearing in thin air. A commotion 

was heard from behind the Marshal but they shut up when they met with his cold and sharp gaze. 

Marshal Sirius ordered, "Head out. Go to your positions. Jing'er will be cleaning up the first few waves. 

You'll be fighting high-level zergs instead. I will fight the guardians." 

"Yes, Marshal Sirius!!!" 

Then the soldiers run out of the barrier in the group. Following the detailed plan that they were 

practicing for weeks, they now entered the battlefield. The Marshal was the last one to leave the barrier 

because he was waiting for Solaris Vega to 

repair his broken mecha from before. Until his mecha is completely repaired he cannot leave the barrier, 

that's what he promised his wife. 

Marshal Sirius asked Vega, "How long would it still take to repair?" 

"Five no... I will finish it in three days!" declared Solaris Vega. 

Sigh~ "Okay go back to work." said the Marshal. 

The marshal can only stay in one corner and pretend to meditate but in reality, he is watching the whole 

battlefield within the planet and in the other space with System Yue's help. 

Traces of ice and white flames scatter all over Planet Citlali. Within those lands were piles of ashes or 

numerous broken ice fragments with green blood can be seen. This is the work of Feng Jing who could 

finally go wild for the first time. Each location Feng Jing had passed was left behind with traces of 

destruction as if a typhoon directly landed on them. 

Seeing this Ye Xiajie's black eyes show emotions of doting and helplessness. 

Within the Marshal's soul domain, 

"He looks like he's having so much fun. 13, did I hold back my wife's nature more than I thought I did?" 

System Yue decided to answer honestly. 



[Ever since the third world where Lord Hei had promised not to destroy a world where the Lord God's 

soul fragments is in it, Lord Hei had been always holding back. He might have been a bit refreshed when 

his memories returned. Milord, you are going to return with us in the system space right? Would those 

guys notice Milord's presence?] 

Ye Xiajie whose eyes were only at his wife's figure at the holographic screen before him gave Zhi Yue a 

cold glance before resuming his habit of watching his wife all the time. 

"They wouldn't notice. After all, my soul had changed after dispersing once. It is completely different 

from before." Said Ye Xiajie but not even System Yue who was with him that time noticed the changes 

within those black eyes. 

As the darkness within the abyss, a glint of scarlet started to spread. Like blood completely hidden 

within space devoid of light. 

Chapter 362: 8.87 First Blue Star - A love letter. 

On the Planet of Citlali. 

The human versus zerg war on Planet Citlali had finally begun. Marshal Sirius was planned to stay at the 

base until the guardian level Zerg entered the planet. Feng Jing's role is to scout and eliminate hidden 

dangers like ambushes from the enemies and traps while the rest just had to kill any zergs that will enter 

the land and sky. 

They do it in shifting schedules where they would be working one day and the other at night. This would 

allow one to take a half-day rest until the generals of the other sides come over. Moreover, there is Feng 

Jing controlling the number of enemies for their subordinates to kill with him on sight; those Guardian 

Zergs wouldn't dare to enter the planet unless less than half of the population with low to high-level 

strength are dead. 

The soldiers and students who were in groups and went to their designated location were startled to see 

ashes all over the field plus some barrier made from ice on the exact location they would be staying. 

Everyone knew that Lord Jing must have cleaned up the place and made them a temporary shelter 

where their healers and support comrades can hide while the warriors are out fighting. 

𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝓂 

But the scope of the ashes and broken fragmented iced limbs of the zerg can be seen all over. Obviously, 

Lord Jing didn't just clear one area but all over the map was checked by him as well. 

Qu Yul and the other students look at the left behind traces of their overpowered leader. 

Han Ling, "Wow~ look how many there are? I can't even tell the numbers on sight?" 

"Don't count. I heard it's beyond millions. The number of low and middle level zergs then invaded this 

star." said Qu Yeon. 

Qu Yul said, "If we did it we'll be dead tired the moment the big ones come out. That's why the leader 

killed all the small fries on his way." 

"Lord Jing is awesome. No matter what direction we look, there are only dead on the way," said Tang 

San. 



Tang Yi said, "Stop looking, we need to prepare for battle." 

Tang Si, Si Shen, and Wu Liu are looking at the radar that they had installed in the area. This is a gadget 

that was invented by Solaris Vega which is compatible with Etoile's Program. Right now, Every soldier in 

Fallen God's unit was also registered as a host under System Etoile. They were tasked to complete 

whatever mission Etoile is to give them and the rewards are for them to have. 

Because of this, everyone in the Fallen God's Unit knows how miraculous System Etoile is. With Etoile, 

those who were formerly ordinary people had a chance to awaken as long as they complete their 

mission. But for now, only those connected to Feng Jing knew about this, they kept it a secret until the 

right moment. 

--- 

Outer space. Near the Galaxy System where Planet Zerg is located. 

The area around this planet is full of asteroids scattering around as if hiding this black planet. But the 

ones living in this Star that had become the nest of Zerg didn't know the danger currently hiding within 

those asteroids. It's been a few days since those who chose a different mission left Planet Citlali. 

It took a few long-distance spaces jumps for the battleships under the units of King Zenith, Major 

General Feng Yang, and Lieutenant Generals Nova Seren and Nova Revel to arrive at their target 

location. 

Before they left Citlali, Feng Jing had refined the stealth programs of their warships. Their usual shealth 

program can only last for a few hours, half a day at most but with the program Feng Jing had given them 

as long as their ships had energy stones spares to use they can last until all those are used up. 

They've already activated it on the last jump to the galaxy where the Zerg Planet is. Of course, they 

didn't forget to send a message of their arrival to the Old Marshal who had been waiting there for a few 

days already. After they got his coordinates everyone went to their designated area and sent a small 

personal ship to see the marshal. 

Once they had all gathered, everyone saluted the middle-aged man in his near forties, though his age is 

already beyond 300 years old like old master Feng Xuan. 

"Salute to the Grand Marshal!" greeted by the group of Generals before him. 

Old Marshal Janus sighed and gestures a salute as a return. Everyone inside the ship did the same thing. 

"Good job coming here unhindered. It seems no one noticed your arrival in this galaxy system." said the 

Grand Marshal. 

It was the quite rude Lieutenant General Nova Revel who cleared his father-in-law's guesses. 

"This is all thanks to our darling Jingjing. He had created a new Stealth System which can last as long as 

one has Energy stones to spare. Unlike the usual stealth programs which only last for a few hours before 

needing to activate it once again." said Lieutenant General Nova Revel. 



The Grand Marshal and his people's eyes glow upon hearing this. Any programs their Young Lord Jing 

made are overpowered and cost-efficient. They would sometimes wonder what is inside that godly 

genius' head. 

The Old Grand Marshal showed a rare proud face once he heard that, "Of course! Our darling is the 

smartest!" He said even the corner of his lips was a bit upturned and his stern expression slightly 

mellowed. 

Everyone's thoughts as one, 'Silly doting old man' 

They suddenly saw the grand marshal's expression turn serious and said, "By the way, Sirius reported 

that the huge fleet of the Zerg race had finally arrived at Planet Citlali. The war had begun in that 

abandoned star." 

"Are you worried about Xiao Jing, Grandfather Lan? Please don't worry Brother Sirius is with him," said 

Major General Feng Yang. 

The Grand Marshal suddenly snorted and retorted, "It would be a huge help if that useless brat didn't 

drag our darling's legs down. I've also seen the execution that Xiao Jing had done. It was a good move 

for our side." 

Once the execution led by Feng Jing was mentioned, those who had witnessed the scene with their own 

eyes slightly frowned. Only Lieutenant General Nova Revel who arrived late didn't say it himself but he 

watched the video. It was so cool for an aggressive person like him. Even King Zenith had prevented his 

wife from watching it herself. 

Of course, the Grand Marshal noticed the change of expression on these mature men. 

He raised one of his eyebrows and said, "Did you think that Xiao Jing's actions are cruel?" 

"..." 

They got scolded when they answered the grand marshal with silence. 

"Foolish! You're even more soft-hearted than an 18-year-old young man! Did you really think that Xiao 

Jing did all those just because he is angry and to take revenge!? NO! It isn't that simple." said the Grand 

Marshal. 

Everyone looked at the fierce Old Marshal in front of them. But they didn't say a thing to rebuke the 

grand marshal's words. 

"Sigh~ Xiao Jing isn't even a complete adult yet but he is able to think more strategically than you 

veteran soldiers. He massacred the Navi Clan because he wanted the Imperial Clan to lessen their 

influence. Once the Empire heard about the dirty secrets the Royal family and the Navi Clan did, they 

would be disheartened and look twice before supporting the Imperial family. 

The imperial clan right now are no longer humans unlike before. As long as the fame of the Imperial Clan 

lessened we would be able to eliminate the parasitic zergs before someone learned about it. No one 

would like to hear that a high-ranking zerg was able to infiltrate the capital behind their backs. 

Moreover, someone who possesses influence that can contend against the Federation. 



Xiao Jing used this as an opportunity to hit on not only the Navi Clan but also the Royal Family. That 

massacre had a concrete reason behind it. Xiao Jing is not after all born as a cruel child. Didn't you grow 

up with him? You should be ashamed that you didn't trust your younger brother more! Hmp!" explained 

Grand Marshal Janus. 

The guilty ones all lowered their heads and avoided meeting the glare from the elder before. Of course, 

no one from the grand marshal's side spoke a word to help the younglings as they were at fault here. 

Grand Marshal Janus spoke, "No one would remain as a child. Sooner or later Xiao Jing will grow up and 

need to leave the nest. I'm pretty sure with how possessive that Sirius brat is, the time you can see the 

little darling would greatly be lessened. 

I can even my clan in the pool after Xiao Jing married that stupid brat we would only be able to see him 

at New Year and birthdays at most. On regular holidays he would definitely bring little darling away. 

You better hinder that brat! I wanted to do it but it's embarrassing for an elder to make it hard on the 

young man. You do it for this old man!" 

Feng Yang, Feng Yue, Nova Seren, and Regulus Zenith hesitated for a moment and only the fearless Nova 

Revel puffed his chest and said, "Leave it to me, Old Man! I won't let that brat Sirius marry our Jingjing!" 

Three years later as soon as Feng Jing reached the right age for marriage, Marshal Sirius immediately 

come over to the Feng Mansion to get his bride only to be locked out of the Mansion for a few months 

until Feng Jing helps his husband to pacify the old men and siblings at home. Only his father and 

mothers-in-law help him albeit secretly and Nova Revel got beaten up by his supposed-to-be nephew 

multiple times at this time. 

After that conversation, they had finally taken their seats and talked about the mission to obliterate the 

Planet where the zergs live. The grand marshal only supervised but didn't get involved with the 

children's mission. He enjoyed his tea while listening to the younger generation talk. 

As expected Feng Yang took the lead in conversation as the others were either the silent type or 

someone to only follow the orders given to them. They all listed the things that needed to be completed 

before destroying the planet. Once they've learned that the old marshal is able to contact someone 

from the inside, these generals finally take a sigh of relief. 

With Former Marshal Alula guiding them, they should be able to infiltrate the planet much more easily. 

Once everyone from Alula Clan was safely transported out of the planet to their hidden fleet, only then 

they would begin the massacre and exterminate the whole zerg race. Lastly, destroying the planet is the 

final goal of this mission. 

They've taken different things to do. One is a decoy, the other to enter the planet, another to secure the 

exit, and lastly, it helps their comrades to leave the planet as quietly as possible. 

Once the plan had been finalized and with the grand marshal's consent. They were finally able to do 

their mission. They had first contacted Alula Celeste who is waiting in some luxurious independent 

palace within the planet Zerg. 

The one who sent the message is the Grand Marshal. On the secret communicator that Alula Celeste 

had received a short message. 



[The children would be coming to pick you up, my dearest.] 

Reading this message a sweet and gentle smile appeared on Alula Celeste's siren-like appearance. His 

people who act as his servant notice the sincerity of his clan leader's place. 

The servant asked, "Is there something wrong, your highness?" 

"Hm~ my love sent me a love letter," replied Alula Celeste. 

Chapter 363: 8.88 First Blue Star - Zerg Planet 

Planet of the Zergs. 

At the capital, 

Zergs with or without human forms were living their daily lives on their planet. But unlike the bustling 

city sites in the human planets, the Zergs marketplace sold human parts as livestock. Preserved human 

arms, legs, and even heads were sold on the streets with signs written: 'Fresh human parts can be 

exchanged with energy stones', 'Human blood for sale each cup with only 300 low energy stones', 

'Candied human eyeballs for sale' and many more. 

If a human passed through this kind of road it wouldn't be surprising to be eaten on the spot by this 

carnivorous insect race. Hidden within the cloak are the couple Nova Seren and Nova Revel who was 

using a transformation pill to look like a humanoid zerg which they got from Feng Jing. 

Before their group had left Planet Citlali Feng Jing exchanged a few useful pills with his Redeeming 

Ticket with his System. Though the pills weren't highly graded and a single redemption ticket can be 

exchanged for a few sets of Low to Mid grade pills like Transformation Pill, Strengthening Pill, Qi 

Replenishing Pill, Qi Poison Pill, and Detoxification Pill. 

After taking the transformation pill they used the butterfly zerg race as a reference as they've seen their 

mother, Alula Celeste's Quantum Beast multiple times before. Though they didn't copy it exactly, their 

transformation is enough to fool the Zergs. But them being covered in a cloak is still suspicious and there 

are some fishers who take this chance to catch some of their prey. 

Multiple humans had secretly entered their planet before and most of them were eaten as soon as they 

were captured. 

Nova Seren and Nova Revel were holding each other's hands as they passed through the roads. Even 

upon seeing the things sold before them to be something called former humans, their faces remained 

indifferent as they couldn't save them right now. 

What shocked them the most is that there are human beings especially children and girls being sold at a 

store like living livestock to be butchered. Their eyes had been long dull without light and lifeless as they 

looked dazed. There were only rugs on their body and the zergs would pass by to stop at the store and 

point one within the cage to be cut to pieces like an ordinary scene in a meat shop. 

The couple almost couldn't hold back upon seeing this scene but these humans had longed to give up 

and even if they save them the probability of them returning to normal is zero. Not only the spiritual 

domain but even the soul itself was already destroyed, there is no way they could return to reality. 



Nova Revel felt his wife's grip tightening at this scene and he could only look back and shook his head to 

his wife. He knew that Seren might have wanted to save them but for these kinds of humans, it is 

already too late for them. 

"Stop, my dear wife. It's already too late for them. They are broken to the fullest." whispered Lieutenant 

General Nova Revel. 

Nova Seren lowered her head and silently agreed to her husband's decision. 

"I... Understand. Let's go," replied Nova Seren to her other half. 

But before they could even walk away an energetic yell from a human boy can be heard coming from 

the very same human butcher shop. 

"What the fuck? Get me the hell out of here! You bugs, do you like eating humans! Shit l bugs are just 

supposed to eat leaves and grass! Let me go!" 

A child barely in his 10's was shouting curses to the zergs surrounding him but no one reacted because 

of the language barrier between the two different species. 

The child was treated as merchandise. A lump of meat to be sold at the highest price. The couple can 

hear the Zergs talking in insect language and the translation program the old marshal had shared with 

them becomes useful the moment they've infiltrated the planet of Zergs. 

CRIZZ.. ZEEEERRR... GRIIIKK... KREEEK. 

[This human child looks fresh. How many Energy Stones are needed to exchange for it?] 

GRIIIKKKKKK... KRIEEEKKKK. 

[How about 1000 low-energy stones?] 

Thanks to the translation program they were able to understand the conversation of the two zergs. One 

of the zerg looks like a grasshopper while the other is a cricket. The zerg race the husband and wife are 

portraying is the butterfly race. This race is the most beautiful yet deadly among the others. Moreover, 

since one of the Royal princes is from this race they feared the butterfly types zergs the most. 

Alula Celeste's reputation as a mad prince contrasting his extremely beautiful appearance is well known. 

That's why some other insect-type zergs stay away from the butterfly zergs. In reality, Alula Celeste 

intentionally made such an ugly reputation to protect his other Clan men from the other race. He 

wanted them to remember that the butterfly race is a cold yet poisonous zerg. 

Nova Seren and Nova Revel converse with their eyes. They saw the child as unlike the other human, he 

still has the strong will to live. They decided to save the boy. 

Noba Revel approached the butcher store and threw three medium-level energy stones and pointed at 

the human child. 

"Want. Humans. Alive," he spoke the broken human language just in case. After all, he is pretending to 

be a semi-royal butterfly zerg person. 



His appearance is hidden under the cloak, the other zergs look at the couple with weird gazes. Some 

were looking excitedly at the scene, especially at the husband and wife. Some of them thought that the 

two hidden within the cloak are humans pretending to be a zerg. 

KRIEEEKKK... GRIII.... ARRRRKKK... 

[Can be exchanged with a medium energy stone but not a living one.] 

Nova Seren spoke in broken human words again. 

"Need. Living. Gift. Fresh, " he said. 

Nova Revel pretended not to notice the other zergs secretly moving around at the sideline obviously 

targeting him and his wife. Thankfully during the transformation, they can use the capabilities of a 

butterfly zerg. They can use pollen as a weapon and use their wings to fly. 

As expected an ambush happened and some zergs tried to pull off the cloaks of Nova Seren and Nova 

Revel. Their cloaks were ripped to rugs revealing two pairs of butterfly wings on their backs. There are 

even antennas on their heads and their eyes were only made of black pupils. 

An elegant black wings with golden linings appeared on Nova Revel's back while blue and violet 

patterned wings can be seen behind Nova Seren. Their appearance is definitely the same as the normal 

high-ranked butterfly-type zerg. 

KRRRIEEKKK.... GRRRIIIEE... ARRRRRIIIEE... RRRRIEEEK... CRRRIIZZZ.... 

[B-Butterfly!!!? A humanoid butterfly zerg... Someone from the Fifth Prince's Clan. OH NO! I'm sorry... 

Please spare my life.] 

The mosquito-type zergs that ripped off the cloaks of the couple were stunned and started trembling in 

fear. He procrastinated before the butterfly race and even broke his legs to show his respect and 

remorse. 

The other lower-ranked race in the presence of the higher rank ones could only lower themselves. Most 

of the zergs on the street kneeled before the two. They didn't even question the couple anymore and 

gave back the energy stones to Nova Revel and gave him the human child alive. 

The butterfly race is cruel and crazy which is completely opposite of their exquisite appearance that can 

seduce people. Nova Revel didn't speak a word of thanks and arrogantly took back his energy stones and 

grabbed the human boy like a cat. 

"Let go of me! I don't want to leave this place. My sister and everyone are still here!" yelled the human 

boy. 

The couple, Nova Seren and Nova Revel were a bit startled to learn about living humans on planet zerg. 

But they didn't show their interest in their faces and moved as they ignored the struggles of the child. 

Nova Revel spoke in broken human language again, "Wife. Leave." 

"Fly. Palace" replied Nova Seren. 



Nova Revel flapped his wings and flew in the sky with the child in his hands. Nova Seren took a second 

before she flew. She grabbed the head of the mosquito zerg and plucked it off. 

The low-ranked zerg died immediately as Nova Seren cut off the head. She threw the head towards the 

store with a cold smile on her face as if warning the rest. The rest of the low and middle-ranked zergs 

tremble at this scene. Nova Seren had shown the ruthlessness of the butterfly zerg which Alula Celeste 

showed before. 

Only when she flew away with her husband and human child did the silence in the market resume to 

normal. Stares are saying that the mosquito zerg deserves it that then butterfly clan after all. They might 

have a lesser population but most of them are humanoid. 

Because they have a lesser number the prince of that race is overprotective, it wouldn't be surprising for 

the Fifth Prince to come over personally to the area where the mosquito race lives and get annihilated. 

They now look at the mosquito race full of pity. 

In the sky, the human boy keeps struggling that Nova Revel almost threw the boy away in anger. 

"Let go! LET GO OF ME! I don't want to die. I'm all bones, not delicious at all. Wuwuwu~" the boy started 

crying and finally stopped struggling. 

The couple becomes soft-hearted and reveals themselves to the boy. 

"Child, don't cry. We are humans. We don't eat the same kind," said Nova Seren while gently wiping the 

tears of the boy. 

Nova Revel spoke, "You just said there are living humans on this planet? We're from Oberion Empire. 

Show me the way where the other human hide. I will have someone to pick them up." 

The human boy was stunned and shocked to the point his tears immediately stopped falling. He looks at 

the two who said they were human despite not looking at one. 

The human boy retorted, "Liar! You have butterfly wings and those on your head plus your eyes! You are 

not human at all!!!" 

Nova Seren and Revek looked at each other and showed a helpless smile at each other. Looking at their 

appearance it's unbelievable for the child to accept their words. They had gone to a forest near the 

location their dad, Alula Celeste had given to them. They saw a few people from the Alula Clan showing 

the same butterfly wings on their backs. 

The colorful wings on their backs plus the forest setting they've just entered looked like scenery from a 

fantasy world. As soon as Nova Seren and Nova revel landed in the forest, the rest of the Alula Clan 

members greeted them. 

"Welcome to our humble abode, Young Lady Seren, Young Lord Revel!" 

Nova Seren and Revel smiled at their presence and greeted them back respectfully. These people were 

elders that protected their dad, Alula Celeste. 

"Nova Seren (Revel) greets the elders of the Clan!" 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑚 



"Hoho~ our young lady and the young lord had grown a lot. When are you gonna give these old men 

some grandchildren to play with?" 

"Is that child with you your son? What happened to him? He looks dirty?" 

"Come, come boy. Let's get you to take bath for now before eating," 

The elders happily welcome their young lady and young lord. Though it's been years since they last saw 

them, the news from the Empire can still reach them even when they are here. 

Nova Revel spoke, "This boy is not our son. We picked him up at the butcher's." 

The elders' expression turned gloomy when the butchers were mentioned. They knew that the Zerg 

Race loves to eat humans and treat them like livestock. In the beginning, they tried saving them but 

those whom they saved either got caught back as they no longer have any wills to live. 

After this situation was repeated a few more times, the Alula Clan decided to no longer save them. They 

could allow the clan leader to take more risks than they have right now. 

"I see. Leave the boy to us and go ahead and see the clan leader." 

"He misses you for a very long time." 

Said the elders. 

Nova Revel said to the boy who had become silent the moment they landed. 

"Not screaming anymore brat!" said Lieutenant General Nova Revel. 

The human boy yelled, "Clay is not a brat. Old man you are humans but how can you look... Look like 

that?!" asked the boy named Clay. 

Nova Seren pulled a transformation pill from her inventory. He gave some to the boy and the elders. 

"This is what Jingjing had given to us. Transformation Pill we can change our appearance for a few hours 

with this thing. In any appearance we wanted. I don't know where he got it but... Jingjing might have 

made it himself," said Nova Seren. 

The elders halted their transformation and their quantum beast separated from their bodies. Upon 

witnessing this scene the human boy, Clay, finally believes that they are indeed humans. After all, the 

Quantum Beast is something only humans possess. 

Chapter 364: 8.89 First Blue Star - Assassination and Rescue Plans. 

The human boy Clay's eyes widened in shock upon seeing the people in front of him suddenly become 

human in appearance and some butterfly quantum beast appeared hovering beside them. Seeing this 

scene the boy had finally seen the light of hope. 

The humans who were living on this planet were treated as livestock. They live in the forests and caves 

like wild animals trying their best to hide from their predators which are at the top of the food chain on 

this planet. But even though they tried their best to escape, the fact that they were weaker and being 

hunted doesn't change. 



Finally meeting people who could save them, Clay, thought that they would finally be able to leave this 

cruel planet. 

The human boy, Clay, spoke, "I... I will tell you everything. Anything you need to learn about the forests 

on this planet. I will also show you the way where we hide. Please... Please bring us out of this misery..." 

Tears helplessly stroll down on the child's face. This is the human boy who didn't even show his tears 

when those zergs tried to cut him to pieces and auction his limbs for sale. When he was dragged out of 

some unknown cage, he expressed his will to leave and didn't fear the looming death over him. Instead, 

he screams in the hope that someone will save him. 

Courageous little Clay but no matter what the boy is only ten-years-old at this moment. Once his burden 

had finally been lifted off his body, he finally showed a reaction befitting his normal age. The elders of 

the Alula Clan were once again hopeful that this time the humans they would save would be like this boy 

Clay with a strong will to live. 

Nova Revel ruffled the boy's head as if praising him and said, "Good Job. Take a bath first and rest when 

you wake up you can tell the rest to us." 

"Uncle, Aunt, what are your names?" asked Clay as he looked up to see the faces of the couple. 

"The name is Revel and surnamed Nova. This is my wife, Seren. Nice to meet you, Clay," introduced 

Lieutenant General Nova Revel to the kid. 

The elders took over the boy. They would bathe him, let him eat then allow him to sleep for a bit. The 

Young Lady and Young Lord had left to meet their clan leader. They entered a secret hallway and 

reached the end of it. In the end, it is a hidden mansion that looks like a human home, the same as the 

ones back in the Empire. At the courtyard, a familiar and siren-like beauty was currently enjoying his tea 

when the couple arrived. 

Alula Celeste's long hair with the same shade as the color of the ocean is too eye-catching from the far 

and he instantly recognizes the couple despite their transformation. 

The effects of the Transformation Pill had finally ended revealing the original human features that Nova 

Seren and Nova Revel have. 

"Your father has sent the message that you will be coming to pick this old man up. Sweetie, Xiao Rev, 

good job coming over," said Alula Celeste with a gentle smile on his face. 

Same face, familiar gentle voice like the ones in their memories. Then that tender gaze and soothing 

smile. Everything is the same as the one in their memories. The last time they had seen this man was a 

decade ago. Feng Jing is even younger than the little Clay they had picked before. 

In Oberion Empire, some fewer people could still remember the name Alula Celeste and most of them 

had thought he had died like the unknown news which sprouted out of nowhere but here he is alive and 

kicking. 

Nova Seren couldn't stop herself from coming over to hug her other father, her mother figure. Even the 

cold expression on her face finally melted as she embraced the person she could only meet a few times 

in her dreams. 



Lieutenant General Nova Seren calls with a nasal tone, "I miss you so much, Daddy~," 

Alula Celeste hugs his foster daughter and son-in-law. "Lan had brought you two up nicely. I heard you 

two didn't officially have a marriage but only got married red booklets. Once this old man gets back I will 

have you plan for your wedding. Plus help prepare for Xiao Jing's wedding in a few years. Hahaha~," said 

the former Marshal. 

"Stop crying now and take your seats. Hm~ this old man is pretty satisfied with how you have grown so... 

When are you gonna give me a grandchild?" asked Alula Celeste with a teasing tone. 

Nova Revel chuckled and said, "Don't worry, Dad. I'm working hard on it. Ah! Hiss~" 

His waist was pinched by his wife and could only shut up. After a few more words of exchange, they 

finally are talking about their plans to retreat. The couple also didn't forget to inform Alula Celeste about 

the boy named Clay. 

Alula Celeste spoke, "Hm~ based on the child's voice there might be human-like him who weren't grown 

in the Human Farm. Either they escape from there before losing their will to live or they were people 

who were kidnapped and successfully escaped as soon as they landed on this planet. 

This planet used to be an abandoned one like Star Citlali. The Zerg Race chose this planet as the habitat 

in this place is similar to our planet. They could propagate faster in a humid area. There is a huge 

underground nest within this planet. This planet must be destroyed as half of it is already full of 

unhatched eggs of the Zerg race. Plus, there is this human farm. How many spare rescue ships did you 

guys bring? Would it be enough to bring everyone back?"? There is a frown on his face when this is 

mentioned. 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑀 

Nova Seren answered, "Daddy, don't have to worry about this. Including mine and Revel's ship, there is 

A'Yang, King Zenith, and Father's battleship. There are enough rescue shuttles." 

"That's good. But I can't believe your father came over here himself. I heard the Imperial Family had 

been parasitized. But I've never heard of the Zerg Race doing such a mission," said Alula Celeste. "Are 

you sure that it is the Zerg Race?" he asked. 

When such a question was heard the Nova Couple was stunned. Their dad had been spying in this race 

for quite a long time and he is in high standing, only second the Imperial King and Queen of this race. 

"This... Since they could take over someone's vessel we thought it was the zergs. Are there other Alien 

races that can do such a thing?" asked Nova Revel. 

"Hmm, if it's like this then it is either a top-secret mission or... An independent clan outside the Race or 

another alien race using Zergs is a camouflage. What did the Marshals decide to do?" said Alula Celeste. 

"They've sent Xue Ying, Major General Drake, and Major General Lin Tang," replied Nova Seren. 

Alula Celeste mumbled, "With the Feng Clan left in the Capital, the Janus Clan would definitely listen to 

A'Xuan in case something happened with Xue Ying plus the Drake Clan and Lin Clan added in there 

shouldn't be any problems. Even if the Navi Clan get involved and sided with the imperial family there 

shouldn't be a problem..." 



Nova Revel said, "Dad, the Navi Clan no longer exists. Their remaining clan members in the Empire were 

captured and dealt with. As for the Black Turtle unit plus Major General Navi Itri and his son, Navi Naja, 

Jingjing had executed them himself." 

The two expected their dad to show a stunning expression but unexpectedly the former marshal just 

hummed a little and accepted the result so easily. 

Alula Celeste said, "Hm, I see then the problems at the Empire should be considered controlled for now 

that the Navi Clan is gone. Xiao Jing did a good job cleaning those trash up," 

Nova Seren curiously asked, "Daddy you didn't think it's weird for Jingjing to do such a thing at that 

age?" 

"No. He is from the Phoenix Clan. Have you seen someone from that Clan be merciful towards their 

enemies especially one that wanted to harm them or their family? Among the Fengs, that little darling is 

the most decisive and strongest. Don't look down on him just because of his young age. Just based on 

his bloodline as someone from a War Maniac Clan this is normal,'" answered Alula Celeste. "Anyway, 

focus on your own mission. But to retreat, we have to kill the Second Zerg King and Second Zerg Queen 

staying at the Palace. We must do it as quietly as possible and immediate death must be done. Else they 

would be able to send messages to the other Royal Pair fighting at Planet Citlali. We will do the Rescue 

and Assassination Plan simultaneously only then we can retreat smoothly," 

"We understand, Dad," responded the couple. 

After talking about the details of the plan, it was decided that Feng Yang and King Zenith would 

complete the Assassination while Nova Seren would accompany the boy named Clay to rescue his friend 

and Nova Revel would target the human farm and look for survivors. 

Alula Celeste would be the decoy. He would stage a play of coup d'etat and take all the attention on 

him. The children will complete the other missions themselves behind the scenes. Of course, his 

husband the Grand Marshal will help him stage the play. 

As soon as the boy named Clay woke up, Nova Seren accompanied him to the place he used to live. Of 

course, they went to the said place without no one anything. Clay brought Nova Seren to the bottom of 

some poison gas cliff which the zergs even avoided. 

The poison itself is quite deadly but Clay showed a secret passage that would bring them to the bottom 

of the cliff safely without inhaling any poison gas. 

They walk towards a cave-like hollowed alley which only allows one line single person space. It barely 

allows a muscular man to pass through such thin space but for a child, it was a bit of a comfortable walk. 

Once they've passed through the secret passage a scene close to the primitive life recorded in the 

history of humans can be seen. Using caves as houses, a bonfire at the center, huge animal bowls, and 

earthen pots, and utensils were used instead of metals and jades. Even the clothes they were wearing 

were made from animal fur clumsily stitched together such enough to cover their vital parts. 

Clay ran towards his people with happy faces especially when he saw his younger sister. 

"Claire! Big brother is back!!!" yelled Clay. 



Their arrival was shocking enough that some people ran to hide inside their caves and some even 

pointed their stolen energy weapons at Clay and the Elite Unit who followed to guard their Lieutenant 

General. The moment the weapons are raised towards them the soldiers' task is to escort Nova Seren 

and immediately surround them and protect their superior from behind them. They've also pointed 

their weapons at them. 

"Lower your weapons. They are civilians," said Nova Seren. 

Nova Seren felt things were going bad and gestured to her soldiers to lower their weapons but the 

soldiers kept it in their hands though they indeed lowered their hands a bit. 

"Who are you guys!!?" 

"Clay!? Isn't that Clay!!!?" 

"Clay, did you bring them here!? You brat you sold us out!!" 

The young boy started panicking when he saw those familiar faces glaring and yelling at them. There are 

even tears pooling at the corner of his eyes and he looks so pitiful. 

Clay spoke in between his sobs, "N-No... No... No, I'm not. I didn't tell anyone else. I...I only ask for 

help..." 

He looks like a child being bullied by the adults and his tears fall down like a fall but the adults were busy 

protecting themselves taking blindsight upon the scene of the hurt child. 

Chapter 365: 8.90 First Blue Star - Mission in Progress. 

The young boy Clay, bewildered by the blame and glares of the people he treated as a family, can only 

stand up stiffly to where he is. His tears fell uncontrollably but no one could see his fear. These adults 

whom he treated as his uncles and aunts are now looking at him like he is a traitor. 

"You sold us out!" 

"You traitor!" 

"You shouldn't have returned here!" 

"Leave, you are not welcome here!" 

The boy started wailing his tears out and its contrast with the scolding voices of the adults. Clay's 

youngest sister Claire saw her elder brother crying and struggling from one of the adult's arms and ran 

towards her brother as soon as she got freed. 

Some kind of adults wanted to stop the little girl from running towards the arms group in front of them. 

The leader of the tribe yelled, "Claire! NO, come back here! It's dangerous there!" 

Then they watch the armed and dangerous-looking group part a way for the little girl to pass through 

and allow her to be able to reach her brother and hug him. They both started bawling, making the adults 

speechless, and didn't know what they should do to stop the two children from crying. Even the soldiers 

were left dumbfounded and stood straight like they were stunned or something. 



When children saw other children cry they got affected by it too and started crying for no reason. 

Because of that, only the sounds of children sobbing can be heard in the area. All adults didn't know 

what to do in a situation like this. 

Lieutenant General Nova Seren who could no longer bear with the children crying suddenly pulled Clay 

and Claire to her embrace and pat their back in comfort. In the beginning, the siblings stiffen in shock 

but eventually, they've relaxed and finally calm down until they both fall asleep due to stress. 

Seeing this scene the leader of the independent group before him and the other adults finally calmed 

down. Some women followed her action and the other children also stopped crying. 

The leader stepped forward and said, "You are a human?" noticed the low-keyed military uniform on the 

Lieutenant General, "Those clothes don't look familiar but it feels similar to those uniforms the soldiers 

in the military wore. Are you from the outside?" 

Lieutenant General Nova Seren, afraid of waking up the children in her embrace, lightly nods her head. 

He glanced at a few soldiers beside her to make them carry Clay and Claire so she could carry on with 

the conversation. Once the children were carried by the soldiers only then Lieutenant General Nova 

Seren had spoken. 

"You must be the leader of this group. That's good. Let's have a serious talk," said Nova Seren. 

The leader glanced at the rest of the adults with a warning in his eyes. They knew that their boss wanted 

to have a conversation with her and could only leave the area to give them privacy. Nova Seren followed 

the old leader to some cave the soldiers followed behind them but stayed outside just in case. The two 

sat on a small stone table facing each other and started the conversation with an introduction. 

"I'm Lieutenant General Seren from the Oberion Empire." 

The old leader's eyes glowed when he heard that the expressionless lady before him is someone from 

the Oberion Empire where the War Dragon King lives as a guardian. 

"Oberion Empire? The place where War Hero Altair Sirius lives?!" 

"Yes, it was also upon his orders that we are here," said Lieutenant General Nova Seren. "I am here to 

bring you out of this planet." 

Tears pooled in the eyes of the old leader he trembling held the hands of the lady superior before him. 

They haven't met the War Hero themselves but after living in this hell they've eventually learned how to 

understand the Zerg Language and would sometimes hear news about Marshal Sirius Exploitation. They 

would always see the fear in the eyes of these alien races whenever the name of Altair Sirius is 

mentioned. 

Because of that, Marshal Sirius was revered by the humans hiding on this planet. They've been waiting 

for this kind of miracle to come. The sufferings they've gone through are almost like hell that just by 

hearing the name of that War hero that they would spark some hope in their hearts. 

"I see... I see. T-Thank you. Thank you for coming for us..." Those tears finally flowed down from the old 

leader's face and Nova Seren silently waited for the old person to calm down before continuing their 

conversation. 



They've talked all day and the sun had set down without anyone noticing by the time Clay and Claire 

woke up it's already evening. They woke up and found that they were in a cave they've usually slept in. 

Their eyes were a bit swollen from crying. When they looked around they saw the old leader making 

them some porridge. Lieutenant General Nova Seren had distributed some food for their group. 

After the leader of the independent group and Lieutenant General Nova Seren had a conversation the 

old leader had gathered everyone and informed them of the great news. The words of their leader 

saying that the Oberion Empire soldiers had come over to pick them up shocked them. 

At first, they couldn't believe it at all until they saw a rescue shuttle that successfully snuck onto the 

planet and the same thing that would bring them out of this hell. They've started to make preparations 

to leave but they didn't forget the joy and hope that was brought here by that boy Clay. 

The reason Clay was caught by the zergs in the first place is to allow a few more children in their group 

to escape. There they scavenged some food from the forest above their cliff when they accidentally 

bumped into some zergs. The little boy Clay self-sacrificed and used himself as a decoy so the people 

from their group could escape. 

They wanted to save him but sadly he was brought away before they could even retaliate and could only 

give up with only guilt and regret in their hearts. But who would have thought that this would be a 

blessing in disguise and the little boy was saved by the Nova couple which eventually led to the current 

situation? 

Lieutenant General Nova Seren is conversing with the group about their mission. It seems that Major 

General Feng Yang and King Regulus Zenith had successfully entered the Royal Palace of the Zerg race. 

It was decided that their mission must be executed tonight as planned. Her husband, Nova Revel would 

be the decoy for this mission. He will destroy the human farm and save that could be saved and free 

those who don't from their misery. While all attention was on her husband's unit, she would lead the 

rescue mission while at the same time, Feng Yang and Regulus Zenith would assassinate the Second Zerg 

King and Second Zerg Queen. Alula Celeste would secure their escape and the Old Marshal would accept 

and make arrangements for those rescued people. 

When the time struck 12 am in the morning, a huge explosion was felt within the capital of the zerg 

planet. The Second Zerg King and Second Zerg Queen were immediately informed. A guardian-ranked 

soldier upon receiving the news about some humans destroying their Human farm had to report 

immediately to their Second Royal Pair. 

These were some of the commands they received from their King and Queen the moment the zergs 

were born. The Second Zerg King and Second Zerg Queen were Spider-type zergs. When the messenger 

came running to report to their superior that messenger was shocked to see the dismembered limbs of 

their Second King and Queen. Their legs were all cut off including their heads being detached to their 

bodies and their bodies being beaten and smashed. One could see how much they hated the zergs by 

seeing the way the Second Royal Couple died. 

"Second K-King!? Second Q-Queen!? NO!!! Someone killed the King and Queen!!!" 



The messenger had run off seeing the death scene of his King and Queen. He had to report to the 

Princes, tell them that someone had killed the Second Royal Pair. As soon as Zerg had run off, two 

shadows hiding in the corner showed themselves. 

It was Feng Yang and Regulus Zenith. The Major General looks a bit neater than the crown king, while 

Regulus Zenith is completely covered in green blood all over him. It was him who had brutally killed the 

Second Zerg King and Second Zerg Queen. He wanted to avenge his mother but even after killing these 

Zergs, he feels nothing had changed at all. 

Feng Yang looked at his brother-in-law when he killed those zergs just now he looks like a madman. But 

upon remembering what happened to the Imperial Empress, Feng Yang could somewhat understand 

why his brother did such a thing. 

"Are you finally calm, Brother Zenith?" asked Feng Yang worriedly. 

The crown king sighed loudly and replied, "I'm okay now. Let's complete our part of the mission and 

eliminate the rest of the zergs inside the castle," said Regulus Zenith. 

Major General showed a helpless smile and said, "Okay let's complete our mission," 

The two brought out their mechas and flew all over the Palace. They killed all zergs on sight and saved 

some humans on the way. 

Meanwhile, at the Human Farm. 

Lieutenant General Nova Revel has been fighting zergs for hours. Under his foot is a small mountain of 

dead zergs piling into a small hill. The ranks of the Zergs fighting him range from Low to Guardian Class. 

He already doesn't remember how many Guardian Class zerg had died under his blade. 

Looking at his sharp and huge blade held by his mecha, "Hm~ this weapon upgraded by that Little genius 

from Jingjing side is the best! It doesn't chip or break no matter how much I swing it. So Fun~" mumbled 

Nova Revel while talking on his own. 

After killing for hours, Zerg's Reinforcement finally stopped coming and he could finally check on the 

survivors he had to save. When he first entered the Human Farm facilities he was welcomed by the 

scene of humans treated as animals or lab rats. 

They skinned humans alive. Cut them to pieces, hang them for drying, and many more. Regardless of 

age, all humans were treated as livestock for the zergs to eat. There is even a scene of humans forced to 

mate just so they could increase their numbers. No wonder humans that came from this human farm no 

longer have any will to live. They weren't even treated as a living thing with the right to live. Why should 

they even care whether they die or not? 

Lieutenant General Nova Revel continues to look around and see if there are any survivors with the will 

to live. Sadly, most of the adult humans had already long lost their souls and only a few children could 

be saved. Nova Revel picked up these children and brought them to the location where the rescue 

shuttle is. 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑚 

But he didn't forget to destroy the human farm and kill everything in it. What the Lieutenant General 

didn't know was that a few minutes before the bomb he set up on the farm had exploded, those lifeless 



humans with dull eyes silently smiled knowing they would finally be free. They were happy to welcome 

such a peaceful death and were thanking Lieutenant General Nova Revel for it. 

Chapter 366: 8.91 First Blue Star - Mission Accomplished 

After destroying the human farm, Lieutenant General Nova Revel brought the surviving children with 

him and flew towards the coordinates his wife had sent to him. The rescue shuttles were found in that 

place where Alula Celeste and the rest had secured their escape route. 

At first, the survivors almost ran away when they saw the Fifth Prince of the Zerg race. Only when they 

saw him release his quantum beast merge skill did they believe that he is indeed human. The former 

marshal even cut his palms to show that his blood is red. 

[Note: Zergs are bugs so most of their blood is green.] 

Nova Seren had already sent some of his subordinates to bring the few rescue shuttles out to their 

battleships. They are now waiting for Nova Revel, Feng Yang, and King Regulus Zenith to finish their 

mission. Near the bonfire at the open area, Lieutenant General Nova Seren is eating cheese and 

marshmallows roasted over the fire with Clay, Claire, and the other children. Alula Celeste and the other 

adults were watching this peaceful scene with smiles on their faces. 

Some adults, especially the leader of their small group, have a conversation to pass time. They had 

never expected that the cruelest fifth prince of the zergs would be human spying on this planet for the 

Oberion Empire. 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑚 

"I never expected that the overprotective Fifth Prince over his butterfly race is as human as us." 

"We have always thought that the fifth prince of zergs is weird for protecting their kind." 

"Zergs don't have human emotions after all. They only need to eat, kill and increase their numbers." 

"That's true. They also eat a lot and I heard some news that they've destroyed a planet before after 

eating everything on that planet." 

Alula Celeste spoke, "I can only do such things to protect my clan members and all the other humans the 

other races had sent to us were all returned secretly to their own places. If I didn't do it that way it 

would be hard on us not to be caught. We also knew about you guys but we couldn't find you at all. 

Thankfully, my daughter and son-in-law found little Clay and showed the way to us. 

We would never expect that you guys would be using the poison gas to hide yourselves and that those 

poisonous zergs didn't find you here." 

"Indeed about Clay we shouldn't have said all those things. We as adults shouldn't blame the boy." 

"Sigh` we didn't mean to make him cry. It is just that... we had witnessed too many traumatic things that 

fear would sometimes overwhelm us." 

Hearing these words Alula Celeste could understand where their fear was coming from, the zergs were 

cruel towards humans and treated them as toys and food. Their lives on this planet are even worse than 

the cultivated lab rats, in this place humans have a lower standing than animals. 



"The boy won't blame you. He understands your fear as much as you do. He is a good boy. I heard from 

my daughter that Clay was even able to yell at the zergs at the butcher shops without fear. He is a very 

brave boy and he is extremely loyal. Until the end, he didn't tell us where you guys were, only when he 

was sure that we are all humans that he had told everything. You brought him well." 

The adults showed sheepish smiles as they couldn't remember when they last smiled freely like this. 

While everyone was waiting, the other guys were doing some final preparations to leave. They had been 

living in this place for years though they never liked this place, this secluded place still protected them 

all this time. 

A few hours later, a mecha appeared on the top of the cliff blowing away the poisonous gas and landing 

on the ground with a few malnourished children in his mecha's hands. There are some who have 

recognized the children. Even the old leader had come towards one of the boys and suddenly hugged 

him. It seems that the boy is his missing grandson whom his son and daughter-in-law had run away with 

leaving only the elderlies at home. They might have wanted to escape from this planet, sadly they were 

caught by the zergs in the end. 

Seeing his grandfather still alive the cold-faced boy finally started crying as he fell into that warm 

embrace. This is the child that didn't even cry when he saw his father and mother taken away by the 

zergs. He could also recall the ruthless reality that the human race on this planet is even lower than 

animals. 

"Yeye~ Mom and Dad they... they were eaten... by those monsters... they've removed their skins and 

put them in a huge pot. Dad was cut to pieces. T-Then lots of zergs surround the pot. It was so scary..." 

"Shss... Don't cry. Everything is alright now. We can finally go back home..." 

"Home? Really, back to the place with lots of humans like us!?" 

"Yes, many people like us. There would no longer be any zergs and we would have someone to protect 

us. You remember the War God right? Marshal Sirius would protect us there... Like these gentlemen and 

the lady who had saved us... there would be more kind people around us..." 

The children start to clamor, 

"Um! Would the beautiful Big brother be there as well?" 

"Yes! The powerful and extremely pretty big brother!" 

"We saw it on the monitor in the lab. He is so beautiful. His hair is long and silver. It glitters under the 

sunlight and moonlight." 

"His eyes were pretty as well. It's even redder than an apple!" 

"He is so cool. With a wave of his hand, the zergs were turned into ice." 

"No! They were burned into ashes! A white flame! It looks so magical and he is definitely a God!" 

The adults couldn't understand the words of these children at the beginning but when the soldiers heard 

the description of the young man the children are idolizing that they've understood whom they were 

talking about. 



One of the soldiers played a recording of the latest ongoing featuring Feng Jing fighting hundreds of 

Guardian class zergs without a mecha. With wings of the phoenix on his back, he looks so small before 

his enemies but the playful smile on his ethereal face is confident and proud, he fearlessly faces those 

numerous zerg like an immortal battling giant. 

There's ice on his right and white flames on his left hand. In the video, he clapped his hand slowly 

revealing a lotus flower. It cloned itself numerous times until the battlefield was surrounded by small 

lotus flowers. It was like a flower festival if not for those ugly-looking zergs destroying the scenery. 

And then with a wave of his hands the lotus flowers flew towards his enemies, the zerg who had seen 

such a gorgeous flower for the first time was stunned and they couldn't help but reach out. Not knowing 

that just by touching those lotus flowers it would cause explosions that instantly took their lives. A green 

blood rain fell from the sky and that was the only remains the zergs had left behind. 

At the center of that rain, a young man carrying a paper umbrella with huge wings on his back stared at 

the horizon not far from him. Though he doesn't look dangerous, just the scene is enough to show his 

strength. He isn't like a War God who shows his fighting capabilities by wielding a weapon on him. He is 

more like a passing God who cleans up specks of dirt that it's on his way. 

Everyone who had witnessed this scene couldn't help but shiver in awe and admiration. This young man 

looks so weak but his strength is undeniably beyond normal. Then in the other recordings every time his 

exquisite figure appears on the battlefield, his allies would welcome him warmly and respectfully while 

his enemies would turn pale faces and run away with intense fear on their faces. 

They were truly frightened by the ruthlessness this beautiful young man possessed. He is a firm wall that 

prevents the enemies but at the same time the vanguard that protects their race. 

The old leader asked in a dazed, "W-Who is this... Young lord...? He looks so young but... He is extremely 

powerful." 

"He looks so godly. Unlike the handsome War God, he is gorgeous but not completely feminine." 

"A bloodline of fire and ice!? That's so amazing!!!" 

Even Clay and the other children were mesmerized by the scene on the video. Their eyes glowing with 

excitement and admiration. 

Claire spoke, "This big brother is extremely pretty like a fairy!" 

"Yes. Much prettier than you," said Clay wanting to tease his sister but is speaking honestly. 

The children all nodded their heads in agreement. 

Nova Seren smiled and introduced his sworn brother to the children. 

"You already know the War God right?" she asked. 

The children happily answered, 

"Yes! It is that handsome uncle!" 

"Marshal! MARSHAL ALTAIR!!!" 



"Right! War God!!!" 

The adults chuckle at this sight. 

Nova Seren spoke, "That pretty big brother is the War God's partner. His name is Feng Jing. Young Lord 

Jing." 

The children repeatedly call Feng Jing's name and after hearing that he is the partner of the War God 

everyone else was stunned once again. With these words, it means like the War God is god-like pretty 

young man is a guardian of their race. He is an extremely powerful being who protects humanity. 

After celebrating for a bit and feeding the newly arrived children, they finally decided to leave the 

planet. All survivors rode the rescue shuttle and flew towards the planet's outer territory. They went to 

the space escorted by the Mecha of Lieutenant General Nova Revel. 

At the outer space, the fleet which was left under the command of the Old Marshal had deactivated 

their stealth mode, showing numerous big warships within the asteroid belt. Once this was done, those 

authorities in Zerg Planet were once again struck by another problem. 

The news of the deaths of their Second Zerg King and Second Zerg Queen spread on the whole planet 

causing chaos. Then Major General Feng Yang and King Regulus Zenith riding on their own mechas met 

with their subordinates who were hiding in all corners. 

As soon as they witnessed their bosses being pursued by zergs they showed up and protected them. 

War on Planet Zerg had started. 

Feng Yang, who just received the message that the rescue team had left the surface of the Zerg Planet, 

can now execute the last two plans of their mission. 

"Brother Zenith, the others had met with the Old Marshal. Everyone is safe," said Major General Feng 

Yang. 

King Regulus Zenith replied, "If it's like that let's finish our mission as well," he then pulled out an energy 

cannon from the back. 

Major General Feng Yang and King Regulus Zenith commanded in their communications channels. 

[Eliminate everything on sight. Command from head: Kill everything on this planet!] 

All soldiers who heard the orders responded in their communication channels. 

[Order Received!!!] 

The zergs can only watch when those flying mechas in the sky all pull out heavy-powered energy guns. 

These guns could destroy a mountain at least but now each of these big guns was pointed at them. The 

Zergs started shrieking as they tried to fight back while the others ran away. 

[Permission to engage.] 

[Permission Granted.] 



Colorful lights made from pure energy flew all over the planet. Each of these light pillars when landed on 

their targets caused destruction and an explosion. The land, water, and sky broke into fragments. Only 

the sounds of destruction and the sight of death can be seen. Within a few hours, the living beings on 

the planet were all killed. 

Feng Yang commanded, "Check for living things in the area. Destroy all buildings. After an hour we will 

leave the planet and make it explode." 

"Yes, General!" said the soldiers. 

They stayed at the ruined planet for an hour and declared and once they found no one alive anymore 

they flew out of the planet and prepared for the last stage of their mission. Once they returned to their 

fleets, the old marshal commanded a retreat. Once they got out of the explosion radius. 

Grand Marshal Janus and Former Marshal Alula Celeste commanded the destruction of Planet Zerg. 

Using the Nuclear bombs the Alula Clan planted at the core of the Star once they've activated it, the 

Planet Zerg exploded and disappeared for all eternity. Now the Zerg Planet is no more. 

Chapter 367: 8.92 First Blue Star - You are a Ye Gui. 

The sight of Zerg Planet being destroyed to nothingness was shared with everyone in Oberion Empire. 

Everyone in the capital was watching this scene. Those old soldiers who had to leave the battlefield 

couldn't help but cry and salute at this image. 

The human race had suffered numerous times under the attacks of the aliens. They could still remember 

when the aliens had attacked the human race on Earth. Their planet earth was destroyed and the 

surviving humans had to live under the commands of other races until they were able to learn 

everything to survive in the Interstellar organization. 

When they were finally able to stand on their own the Zerg Race wanted to colonize them which the 

humans didn't agree with and then an endless war against the Zergs started. In the beginning, humans 

could barely fend off their enemies until they learned to make mechas, warships and adjust their bodies 

to the planet's energy. Slowly they became stronger until the miracle of awakening had happened. 

In the current era, these people were known as Awakened Ones. They were either someone who is 

overall strong and their physique beyond others. These awakened people are called Sentinels. 

Few Awakened ones possess the ability to control spiritual energies but unlike the Sentinel's their 

physique is weaker than theirs but stronger than an ordinary person. These guys were known as the 

Guides. 

Thanks to awakening as either a Sentinel or a Guide, the human race was finally able to defend their 

Planet. And among the strongest of the awakened ones were the Youngest Marshal and the Strongest 

Sentinel of them all, Marshal Altair Sirius and the Strongest Guide that is also the partner of the 

Strongest Sentinel, Young Lord Feng Jing. Now they are the two pillars that protect the whole Oberion 

Empire. 

At the Empire. 



The news of Zerg Planet's destruction allowed the people in the Oberion Empire to become joyous. 

Thanks to that, the festive atmosphere in the capital lasted for days. But during these times, the Imperial 

Clan is weirdly quiet. 

The Feng Clan who was observing them from a distance remained on standby most of the time. Things 

were stable at the moment. As soon as Xue Ying and the rest had arrived at the Capital of the Oberion 

Empire, Xue Xia had brought Xue Ying and his partner, Lin Yven to the Ancestral Temple where Lin Yven 

is being reborn. 

Lieutenant General Xue Ying had been staying in this place waiting for his lover to enter his deep 

slumber. Today marked the first month he and Lin Yven had stayed in the temple. It was also the day 

that Lin Yven would enter his deep slumber to repair his vessel. 

At the center of the huge nest within the Ancestral Temple of the Phoenix, a white egg is found. 

Protecting the egg is a white liger who curled itself around the egg as if incubating himself. 

Standing in front of the egg is Xue Ying. He placed his ears on the surface of the egg as if wanting to hear 

something from the inside. He could hear slow but rhythmical heartbeats coming from the egg. This 

signifies that it is alive. 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑀 

Hearing this, Xue Ying's lips slightly upturned as he kissed the egg. 

"Yve, sweetheart. I have to return to planet Citlali and help the marshal and Xiao Jing fight the war. The 

Planet Zerg is no more so except for the zergs at the Citlali Star there will be no more zerg to exist. 

Moreover, now that you have entered your slumber state I can no longer impose here and stay. I am not 

after all a Pureblood Feng and I cannot stay in the temple for too long. I will leave my quantum beast 

snow here to protect you. 

I will be back to visit you more. Until you come out, I will wait for you no matter how long you take. 

Once you come out we will get married. Sweetheart, I'll go for now," whispered Xue Ying to the egg in 

front of him. 

The egg lightly shook after it heard the word Xue Ying had spoken. This movement shows that he 

understood the words Xue Ying had spoken and was seeing him off. Xue Ying was extremely happy with 

that small action from the egg. 

Xue Ying seems to hear Lin Yven saying that he must be careful. He replied, "Um! I will be careful, 

sweetheart." 

Only then did Xue Ying take his leave, escorted by Xue Xia. 

"Granduncle, Ying greets..." said Xue Ying. 

Xue Xia gave the boy a knowing smile and pats his head lightly for a short moment. 

"Do not worry. Except for those who possess the bloodline of the phoenix the others could never enter 

this sacred palace. Your wife would be fine here," said the matriarch of the Feng Clan. 

Xue Ying replied, "Yes! I think so too." 



Not long after the granduncle and nephew had left the place returning to the Feng Mansion to meet 

with the rest of the family members. Everyone was around except for Major General Drake who had left 

with Feng Wu to personally scout the enemies. But their reasons are different as these two were 

checking whether the people who had taken over the vessels of the imperial clan were someone from 

outside this world. If it is an outsider like them they need to know who the souls in those vessels are. 

They are under the orders of Lord Hei to capture one if needed because of this their original cultivations 

are unsealed and they now possess their original cultivations. 

As Old cultivators who had lived for millennia, their strength is beyond High Gods. Warden Lou is a 

GodKing while the former God of Fate, Prisoner Yun Ming is a Mythical God but after being in prison in 

the Nether System for countless thousand years he had weakened so much that he could only use his 

cultivation at Godking class. 

Floating in the air above the Imperial Palace, Major General Drake and Feng Wu surveyed the whole 

castle. Their expressions aren't what they normally show in front of the Feng Elders. They were 

expressionless while staring down at everything under their sight. After all, these two used to be Gods 

with standings in Vearth. the highest-ranked world in the whole galaxy. 

On Feng Wu's face, a frown appeared between his eyebrows, "The evil energy that this notorious race 

possesses is strong in this place. The Ye Gui Clan must have come over. There is a direct descendant and 

a pureblood at that." he said. 

Major General Drake Izar replied, "You are right but this aura. He feels familiar to the Lord God. Is that 

person connected to the boss?" 

"Might be. What are you going to do? If you are going to report to your Lord God. I'm going to tell him 

about you. Between a memoryless Lord God and Venerable Lord Hei who have full memories, you can 

choose whom to report first. But I'm reporting to the Venerable Lord," said Feng Wu. 

Feng Wu was intending to leave when suddenly took back and stared at this man who played the role of 

his warden but ended up becoming his lover. Even though he said things like that, he couldn't really put 

this stupid silly man in danger. 

He quietly held Major General Drake Izar's hand after waking back to him. "Let's report at the same 

time. But I had already sent the message to Lord Hei and haven't reported face to face. We can do it 

together. The reason I warned you like that is that the Lord God isn't like what he is before. He doesn't 

have his full memories so he also didn't know who his real enemies were and why this happened. If 

something happened to the Lord God, Venerate Lord Hei would definitely get angry. When that 

happens... Neither you nor I would live," said Feng Wu. 

SIGHED~ 

After thinking about the words his lover had patiently explained to him, the Warden could only sigh. In 

the end, he agreed to what his lover had told him to do. They sent a written report to the Venerable 

Lord first before video calling them to report that night. 

Evening at the capital. 



Major General Drake is staying at Feng Wu's place at the Feng's territory. Though the aides literally live 

with their masters at the Feng Mansion, they also have their own manor within the land owned by the 

Fengs. Feng Wu lives alone as he is an orphan. At this moment, he and Major General Drake Izar were in 

the living room facing a huge holographic screen that showed the faces of Marshal Altair Sirius and 

Young Lord Feng Jing who just returned from the battle. The sound of explosions and shrieking insect 

races can be heard in the background. Their bosses answered the call in the middle of the battle. 

[Speak. What did you learn about those fools in the vessels from the Imperial Family?] 

The one who asked is the Marshal, the one who possessed the soul of the Lord God. He is as cold and 

unapproachable to everyone except his wife. 

The one who answered the Lord God's question is his warden who worked under his command. Major 

General Drake Fell on his one knee like Feng Wu not meeting the eyes of those on the screen. 

Drake Izar spoke. "Reporting to the Lord God, there is a strong aura of darkness and fire elements 

coming from the Imperial Palace. The intruders this time might be people from the Ye Gui Race." 

Once the Ye Gui race is mentioned the expression on the Marshal turned darker. His memories aren't 

complete but he still knew what kind of race the Ye Gui is. This is an extended race connected to one of 

the Ruler Gods. Shen Siwang, the God who is said to come into existence, is the same as the origin. 

Because of this, many treated him as the Origin and the source of everything. This Ye Gui Race is 

something he made and the strength of this race is enough to contend with another powerful clan. The 

Mo Clan. 

The Mo Clan is like the Origin God no one knew where they came from but the Origin God isn't the one 

who created them. Like Shen Siwang, they just suddenly appeared and no one knew where they came 

from. They said this clan came from the Origin as well which is why the strongest of this clan, Mo Baojun 

became the greatest contender that could fight against Shen Siwang. But in the end, these two unique 

beings ended up being together. 

[Ye Gui. That Ye Gui Clan, which was treated as a wanted clan by the Origin God himself. Why would 

they appear in this world, this mid-level world is not useful for them.] 

The Lord God asked in confusion, hearing his tone, Warden Lou who knew his boss's connection to the 

clan couldn't help but hesitate to speak. He knew that the Lord God's origin is connected to this hated 

clan but for some reason, the God of Punishment and God of Judgement didn't treat him as one and let 

his lord rule the Nether System instead of their son. Hei Anjing. 

While Major General Drake was hesitating, Feng Jing, who was just beside his Lord God, spoke. 

[This is because the Ye Gui Clan is your original origin. My love, you are a Ye Gui. The former prince who 

leads this small clan.] 

Feng Jing's words caused silence in the area. The Marshal remained silent in astonishment. Warden Lou 

forgot his manners and raised his head to look at his bosses with shock on his face. Only Prisoner Yun 

Ming and System Yue who already knew about this remained calm and pretended to be a passerby. 

Chapter 368: 8.93 First Blue Star - Only his love is genuine. 



The words "You are a Ye Gui" lingers in the ears of the stunned Marshal no... the astonished Lord God of 

the Nether System. On the holographic screen before them, the appearance of Warden Lou who lost his 

manners in this situation had suddenly raised his head and looked at the couple before him in surprise. 

If someone is going to translate the meaning of his expression one can see the words "Why did you tell 

him just like that?!". Only Prisoner Yun Ming who had no care about the things related to the Lord God 

remained expressionless. System Yue, on the other hand, had spent a long time with his host to know 

that this Venerable Lord would sometimes do things that others don't expect. 

[You can report the details again later.] 

The call was immediately cut off from the side of the marshal leaving the stunned Major General Drake 

on the floor kneeling. Only when his lover, Feng Wu helped him up did the shocked Warden Lou stand 

up from the ground. 

Major General Drake asked, "Ming'er was I hearing things just now? I didn't see Venerable Lord Hei just 

throw a straight punch to the Lord God right? He didn't tell him he is a Ye Gui out of nowhere right?" 

"No. You are not dreaming. If you can ask useless things like that to me then you are definitely not 

dreaming," retorted Feng Wu who walks back to the living room and serves himself some tea. He truly 

doesn't care about the circumstance of the Lord God and Lord Hei, as he himself isn't worth standing 

still having the title as a prisoner hanging beside his name. 

Feng Wu spoke, "Calm down. That is no longer our problem but their problem as a couple. Isn't it better 

now that there is the Venerable Lord explaining things to the Lord God? Just follow the orders we 

received as the rest do not care about it. It is none of our business." 

Finally getting his intelligence back to him, the warden sat beside his lover and enjoyed the tea served to 

him. 

"Let's get some candlelight dinner for later, Ming'er," Major General Drake said with a smile. 

Feng Wu stared at him for a few minutes and said, "You will do the cooking." 

"Okay!" happily responded Major General Drake. 

--- 

Planet Citlali had turned into a war zone. 

Countless explosions and clashing weapons plus the yells of their alien enemies can be heard all day in 

this star. The war on this planet had been ongoing for a month but no one knew when it would end. 

Thanks to the strategic plans from Feng Wu which were approved by the Marshal itself except for the 

injuries no one had died yet. But their enemies, the Zerg Race, had lost more than half of their original 

population. Plus, no one had reported to the Zerg Race about what happened to their birth planet. 

Tonight the leaders of this elite unit had closed themselves in their rooms. Everyone had witnessed the 

Marshal carrying their smiling Young Lord with a playful smile on his face but on the other hand, their 

Marshal's expression is scary and dark as if he wanted to kill anyone on his path. The soldiers could only 

find the way for their marshal. After that, they saw the marshal lock themselves up in their rooms and 

ask them to not call for them for dinner. 



At first, everyone thought that the couple was having a lover's spat but someone pointed out that the 

Young Lord was smiling when he was being carried by the Marshal. 

Gossiping Soldiers and students: 

"Marshal Sirius's face is too scary just now. Is he angry?" 

"Ugh~ I don't remember if I made a mistake somewhere. I don't want to get punished." 

"Tsk! We are not getting scolded. Didn't you see Young lord Feng Jing smiling when the Marshal carried 

him away? They might have something to talk about alone." 

"But why is the Marshal's expression so dark, he wouldn't hit the Young Lord would he?" 

"Even if he tried to, would the Young Lord stay in one place? They can fight on an equal footing at their 

current strength." 

"Maybe let's not just gossip at all. We would be dead if Special officer Zhi Yue is around. We will 

definitely get punished by then." 

Hearing the name of their special officer who is fond of disappearing and appearing out of thin air 

despite having an SSS-ranked potential as a Sentinel, they could only cover their mouths and look 

around in fear. They had seen countless soldiers who got their quotas increased because of the Special 

Officer reporting them to the Young Lord. Those soldiers couldn't wait to sew together their loose 

mouths after getting their quotas of targets being increased threefolds after getting reported. 

"Let's just go and eat dinner," The soldier and the students collectively disperse afterward. 

--- 

Inside the room prepared for Marshal Sirius and Young Lord Jing. 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝐦 

As soon as the room door was locked from the inside, the Marshal had put down his wife on the bed. He 

caged him with his strong arms preventing the other from escaping. 

"Baby, please explain everything you know about me. I won't let you go otherwise~" said the angered 

Marshal Sirius. 

Seeing his husband's frightening smile, the God of destruction felt danger for the first time. He was only 

intending on giving his lover some hints of his and their pasts. But who would have thought he truly 

didn't expect to be someone of that hated and notorious clan. Feng Jing gave up on fleeing when he 

noticed that his husband had put out a boundary inside the room preventing all his special skills from 

being used. This is something only his other half can use, something that could completely restrain his 

powers. 

Sigh~ 

Feng Jing reached out his hands towards his husband and said, "Don't press me on the bed. Just hug me 

if you don't want me to escape." 

The Marshal did as he was told and carried his wife to his embrace and sat on the bed while hugging 

Feng Jing. The latter was forced to straddle on top of his lover making him face him as they hugged. 



"It's hard to speak this way. Can't you hug me from the back?" complained Feng Jing but the arms that 

were wrapped around his waist tightened. 

Marshal Sirius responded, "No. I want to see your face. I will check if you are lying or not." 

"Sigh~ I wouldn't lie but if there is something that I do not want to say I will not speak a word of it. Even 

if you try to force me I still won't say a thing," said Feng Jing. 

The Marshal could only comply as he couldn't beat his wife over any verbal arguments. 

"Okay, you can ask anything," said Feng Jing. 

"Am I really a Ye Gui?" 

"Yes and No." 

"What do you mean, baby?" 

"Yes. You were a Ye Gui before you ended up shattering your soul fragments and No because once all of 

your soul fragments are collected you will be reborn as a new person who shares your life and death 

with me." 

This explanation is vague but the Lord God had understood it quite well enough. It means something in 

the past had happened and at that time he was a Ye Gui. But these past events are something he 

couldn't remember still as his memories were missing like his soul fragments. He did remember his wife 

telling him that he would understand everything after all of his soul fragments were found. Everything 

that is his would return. 

Though he doesn't; know why his wife isn't telling him everything, there is nothing that could change his 

mind as he had already decided that his current and his future would be spent together with his wife. So 

even if they used to be enemies in the past there is no way he is willing to let go of the person within his 

embrace. He is mine for all eternity. 

"Am I your enemy?" asked the Marshal but Feng Jing could hear his teasing tone as he spoke these 

words. 

Feng Jing replied, "The Ye Gui and the Mo Clan are blood enemies. This is because the ancestor of your 

race thought that my uncle, Mo Baojun had seduced their eternal lord, Uncle Siwang. The Ye Gui had 

always thought of the Origin God as their everything. The only being that is uniquely different from the 

others which is why they couldn't accept the union of my two uncles." 

"That... is my race stupid?" asked Marshal Altair Sirius. 

"They aren't but because their bloodline is created to serve only and only Uncle Siwang. Once their 

reverence was distorted it became an obsession that they couldn't hold back. Your possessive nature 

came from their bloodline. The reason you fear Uncle Siwang isn't that you are afraid but because the 

blood in you causes you to be terrified towards him," said Feng Jing. 

The Marshal slightly frowned after learning that his possessiveness is the nature of their race. He had 

also recalled that the Ye Gui detested the Mo Clan but how come he can love Hei Anjing who possesses 

the pureblood of Mo. 



"How... How can I not hate you instead I love you a lot! You are much more important than anything 

even in my life. I would never accept that this is only because of my possessive nature. My love for you is 

real!" 

The Lord God declared his love for Hei Anjing with only honest thoughts. He was even willing to swear in 

the name of the Divine Laws and the Ruler Gods to show that his love is genuine. Hei Anjing smiled and 

kissed his lover's forehead and stared at each other's eyes. 

"Only I know the real extent of your love for me. I believe your feelings which is why I love you the same 

way. I wouldn't be here with you in these worlds if I do not love you the same way as you do. You must 

know already that a Mo can only love one person in their whole eternity. You are the only man I will love 

as long as I exist even if you do or do not return the same feelings. My love for you is eternal the 

moment I have chosen you," said Hei Anjing. 

Ye Xiajie asked, "Then what is it that happened in the past that you are not willing to tell me about?" 

"You will understand when all your memories had returned," 

Once Hei Anjing heard about this question his wife turned silent as a mute. As he expected, he is not 

willing to tell what happened in their past with his own words.? Every time he asked this question his 

love would avoid it and would always say that he would understand once all his memories had returned. 

Ye Xiajie would always see the pain and agony within those eyes whenever he asked this question. 

Because his expression feels like he is grieving and guilty at the same time that he had never tried to 

look for an answer for this question. He could only hug his wife and comfort him. 

"Okay. I will not ask about what happened in the past anymore. But I want you to always remember, 

regardless of what happened in the past, even if you had killed me or someone else? or caused the 

death of someone or whatever reason it is that you are hiding, you are mine forever." 

These words from his husband, Hei Anjing only listened but couldn't totally accept them. How many 

times has this man broken his words just because his memories were missing but in the end, he is still 

willing to believe? This is because the love he has for him is the only real thing. 

Chapter 369: 8.94 First Blue Star - Last Wave I 

The couple had stayed in their room all night. Feng Jing had told everything to Ye Xiajie, except their 

past and for how he ended up in such a state where his soul fragments were scattered in all different 

worlds. 

With the war still ongoing, the two can only stay at Planet Citlali until all the Zergs have been killed. The 

next morning it was decided that the Marshal was finally joining the battle. 

As the sun rises, the soldiers tasked to defend the rear finally return and have their rest. A report from 

the scout suddenly arrived at the base in a hurry. He was surprised to see the Marshal in full gear 

together with the Young Lord. 

"Reporting! The First King Zerg and First Queen Zerg had entered the planet with a thousand guardian 

class zergs and more than a million zergs, low to high class. Their main fleet had come over!" said the 

messenger from the scouting group. 



Young Lord Feng Jing smiled when he heard about this and said, "Oh~ finally. I had gotten tired of 

waiting~" 

[Host, as you've ordered. Yue had sent a video file that recorded the destruction of Planet Zerg. As soon 

as the Royal Zerg pair had watched it, they had gone mad and summoned every single zerg in the 

vicinity. The ones that entered the planet were all the remaining zerg in the universe.] 

Feng Jing and Marshal Sirius were the only ones who heard the voice of System Yue. Since all the zergs 

had entered the planet, they only needed to eliminate them to exterminate the zerg race as planned. 

Marshal Sirius commanded in his thoughts, "As soon as every Zerg entered this star covered the whole 

planet with a barrier that prevents one from going out of the planet." 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝐌 

[As you ordered, Milord.] 

Then the Marshal issued the final command from their unit, "This will be the last battle against the 

Zergs. Jing'er And I will focus on killing the guardian class and the royal zergs pair. Everyone works 

together to eliminate the remaining zerg. This is an order!" 

"Affirmative!" The soldiers collectively saluted and shouted in response. 

The last wave of the war. This might be the longest and cruelest wave of this war. Now tactics are not 

needed; they only need to kill everything in their path. While everyone else was shouting vigorously, 

Feng Jing remained calm as always. 

His little group had gained enough experience in this past month. Now he decided to lead them in 

fighting the guardian zergs together with his husband's elite group. He had gathered them before they 

left the base. 

Qu Yeon said, "My Lord, it's been a while." 

"Hahaha~ Lord, are you gonna lead us yourself this time?" asked Han Ling, his excitement imprinted in 

his face and eyes. 

Qu Yul said, "We will follow your orders, My lord." 

Tang Yi and Tang San, "We will follow you anywhere, Lord Jing!" 

The others were smiling as they knew that this time Feng Jing would most likely bring them to the front 

lines to fight guardian class Zergs. 

Tang Si and the other teammates were a bit excited. This is their second time fighting a guardian class 

zerg. 

"It seems you guys already expected this. That's good then. You will move into two groups. One is the 

main attack force while the other is a support group. 

Once injured, fatally pulled out of the battlefield, the support group heals then rejoins. You will be 

finding countless guardian class zergs this time but your movements would be done as stealthily as 

possible. One kill at a time. You must not get surrounded. 



I will keep an eye on you. Remember that the Royal Zerg pair is near. Their bloodline skill is to make 

Sentinels fall into mania. The only ones who can protect them at that time are the guides. Guides this 

will be your main task. 

Support and protect the sentinels from sound waves attacks. I taught you how to make a seamless 

barrier using your qi and also how to purify. During the battles, those who are paired will be together at 

all times. Understood?" said Young Lord Feng Jing 

"Yes, Lord Jing!" Everyone saluted and accepted the commands. 

Some soldiers from the Fallen God's Unit weren't from the Marshal's Elite group that could only defend 

the rear. The experience of fighting in front lines is something they've dreamed of all this time. Sadly 

they don't have a commander to lead the way like Qu Yeon and the rest of the students do. 

They knew that after this war these students will most likely be the ones to follow the back of Young 

Lord Jing. Who is Young Lord Feng Jing, he is the official partner of Marshal Sirius and the only above 

SSS-ranked Guide in the Oberion Empire. One of the two pillars that serve as the guardian of their 

homeland. 

As the future elite team that serves him, these students would be promoted to a position that suits 

them. They can only look up to Qu Yeon and the rest when that time comes. 

--- 

Oberion Empire, Imperial Palace. 

Emperor Sol sat on his usual throne but unlike his old appearance from before his age seems to have 

regressed and he returned to how he looks when he was in his twenties. No one knew what he did to 

look like this but since the soul inside this vessel is no longer the same soul, another system may be 

involved. Systems are needed to enter and exit worlds. 

The First Imperial King stood behind him looking the same as always but with how his father is looking at 

this moment they looked like brothers instead of father and son. The other royal members were on their 

knees before these two figures. 

Emperor Sol with the soul of Ye Tianyu spoke. "The Zerg Race will be done for sooner or later. When that 

comes, those who had joined in the war can be summoned to the palace. When that time comes the 

traitor must die no matter what!" 

"But My lord what about the God of Destruction?" asked King Regulus Aera the eldest king within the 

royalty. His soul had been replaced by a guy named Gui Xiajun. 

"The system I've with me had reported something about the Ancestral Temple which the Feng Clan had 

considered as their nest for rebirth. Right now there is one inside, we will use that to divert the God of 

destruction's attention and make him separate from the traitor, and then we will use everything to kill 

him!" said Ye Tianyu. 

Hei Lian, who wears the vessel of the Empress said, "But would that monster care for mere mortals? 

That sounds impossible my lord." 



Ye Tianyu and Gui Xiajun look at Hei Lian as if staring at a brainless moron. There is disdain on their faces 

and eyes when looking at her. She could only lower her head in embarrassment. 

Gui Xiajun spoke, "It seems the truth about the Hei Lineage being full of morons is true. Except for Hei 

Jue, the rest are so useless. If the God of Destruction is true as you've said then he would be called an 

Evil God instead of just a God. 

He isn't purely evil that he will ignore everything just to kill. If he is like that then how come your Hei Can 

still exist. That venerable has a clear line between his likes and dislikes. For those, we don't like then you 

can only suffer and die under his hands but... 

For those he likes, he will do his best to protect them. Didn't Hei Jue secure his position as the Clan 

Leader with his backing? It is the same reason for this plan." 

Emperor Sol commented, "Everyone from the Mo Clan is like this, especially the Ruler God, Mo Baojun. 

They are overprotective towards those they love and care for but to get this love... No one knows how 

to do it. That traitor I wonder how he was able to steal the heart of a Mo! 

Moreover, there is only one real Evil God in all realms. It was said that this Evil Immortal was able to 

control all fire in the world. Time is limitless in his hands and despite his evil nature, his main element is 

light and blood which control the life and death of all brings. This Evil Immortal was said to be able to 

contend against the Origin God. After he is gone, Ruler God Mo Baojun took his place in order to 

stabilize the origin." 

King Regulus Aera asked, "Where is he now?" 

"He is longed gone. No one knew if he had reincarnated or had disappeared forever," replied Ye Tianyu. 

Hei Lian had fallen into her deep thoughts. She recalled some memories of the past. Whenever the 

elders of the clan sent messages to the Mo Clan. They would never respond if the letter came from the 

elder but if it was written by their Clan Leader, Hei Jue, that Hei Anjing would drop by their clan as long 

as he had time. 

She would always see the two together. Sometimes Lord An Liang and Zhi Yue would be there too. There 

is also that man with long black hair and eyes sitting beside the Venerable Lord Hei as if they were very 

close with each other. Only now did she learn that that man is Lord Ye Xiajie, the former crown prince of 

the Ye Gui Clan. 

Never would he have expected that the esteemed Crown Prince of the Ye Gui would fall in love with Hei 

Anjing, someone with the bloodline of Mo. 

Hei Lian murmured, "Maybe because he is not a pureblood Ye Gui..." 

Gui Xiajun overheard her mumbling and said, "Did you say something, Lady Hei Lian?" 

"Nothing, Sir Gui," replied Hei Lian as she once again lowered her head. 

Ye Xianyu said, "Make the preparations for this plan. Gui Xiajun you would lead this one." 

The First King, Regulus Aera bowed towards the Emperor and said, "I accept the order, my lord." 



-- 

At the Feng Mansion. 

The elders within the group had once again gathered. Major General Drake and Feng Wu were out to 

scout the enemies while Xue Ying who currently possesses the highest position in the Federation while 

the others are away remained at the Headquarters remained there to hold the port for his Marshal. 

In the luxurious living room of the Feng Household, the said elders of two generations had gathered. 

This includes the people from the Altair Family and Lin Clan. The news of the annihilation of the Zerg 

Planet had reached them before the capital did. They had controlled the situation and prevented the 

Imperial Clan from getting involved in this. 

The Altair Couple couldn't believe how an alien race could enter the Empire without them knowing. 

They were here all along but how could they not notice a movement from the enemy's side. They 

couldn't believe that the Empress had died under their noses. If not for watching that recording message 

of the Empress that they wouldn't believe the current situation. 

Major General Lin on the other hand is worried about another thing. He cares about his youngest 

grandson, Lin Yven. The problems about the Empire are only secondary for him. 

Feng Xuan spoke, "With how things are going, Stellan would be coming home soon with Celeste which is 

a piece of good news but they would be taking a long time before they could return to the empire. A few 

months at least, Xiao Jing had passed the highest authority as the Grand Marshal's proxy to me. The 

problem is about those stupid men in the upper echelons. They are being greedy even in this situation!" 

Major General Lin spoke, "They had always been like this. They should be replaced as soon as possible. 

Thankfully, powerful children like Marshal Altair Sirius and Young Lord Feng Jing exist. There would be 

no problem with them leading the next generation." 

"This... I agree," said Lieutenant General Altair. "A message from my son came this morning. He said that 

the last wave of the Zerg had begun. They were planning to exterminate the remaining zergs in Planet 

Citlali. Xiao Jing agreed to this plan. After they clean those zergs they should be coming soon after." 

Feng Tian spoke, "There are currently no movements from the Imperial Clan yet but Drake Izar and Feng 

Wu keep their eyes on them. Now that the war is almost over there is no way those aliens in the Palace 

would not make their move." 

Xue Xia said, "We should focus our eyes on the federation first. Husband, since you already have the 

authorization letter as the Grand Marshal's proxy, get Brother Stellan to record as video or call him on 

the day you meet those old men. We should put them to their places and then we can focus on 

watching the Imperial Clan's movements." 

"Well with how things are going we can only do things to this extent. Unless the Grand Marshal or Sirius 

and Xiao Jing return there is nothing much to do but defend against our enemies," said Lieutenant 

General Altair said. 

Mrs. Altair spoke and said, "Uncle Xuan, please allow me and my husband to stay in the Feng Mansion 

until the children return. In our mansion, there is only us as a couple which is so boring. At least here I 

have Sister Luna with me." 



"That's a good idea!" said Feng Luna. 

Xue Xia spoke and said, "We are in-laws. We welcome you here anytime." 

Chapter 370: 8.95 First Blue Star - Last Wave II 

On the Planet of Citlali. 

A huge fleet entered the hemisphere of the said abandoned star. This fleet is something led by the Royal 

Zerg Pair that rules the Zerg Race. After receiving a secret message that was sent to them by an 

unknown sender. This message is the one Feng Jing ordered to his System Yue to be delivered. 

𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑚 

The message only says, 'Your end.' and attached to this is a video recording of the whole process of 

destruction of their home planet. The first king zergs and first queen zerg were stunned with what they 

had seen, even those zergs that served them were astonished. The scene of their home planet exploding 

was seen by their own eyes. 

It took a while before the zerg king issued orders to send someone to their planet and check the things 

there. The queen zerg shrieked grievously as she remembered leaving all of her eggs at home. She left 

them under the protection of her sworn sister who was the second queen zerg. 

But she had watched the scene of her sworn sister and brother being tortured by a human. He first 

paralyzed them and completely restrained their movements. Afterward, he cut off their limbs one by 

one slowly as if letting her sister and brother know what it feels to be butchered alive and then saw 

them get kicked and punched until their bodies distorted to some unknown shape before they finally 

took their last breath. 

"No... no... NOOO!!! AAAHHHH~ MY EGGS!!! My children aahhhhh~" screamed the First Queen Zerg 

upon witnessing the obliteration of the planet where she had hidden her eggs. 

The First King Zerg glared at the screen with bloodshot eyes; it didn't stop him from almost returning to 

his original appearance. But the battleship is too small for its original size to occupy and his subordinates 

did their best to stop their king from going berserk. 

"Those DAMN HUMANS!!! Not only they've killed this king's eldest son! They've dared to destroy my 

kingdom!!!" 

"King... king, you have to calm down!" 

"We are still in outer space and this ship's interior couldn't bear your original size!" 

"We still need to go back!!!" 

"King! King!" 

"Send a small fleet! I want someone to check our planet! Go leave now!" ordered the king but just 

looking at the ugly expression of the king. One could see how much hatred he has in his heart at this 

moment. 



Who wouldn't? That is their home planet! The humans destroyed their place to return to and massacred 

their kinsmen. This is an unforgivable sin! 

The First Zerg King started issuing commands for the war. Surrounded by a thick, murderous aura, the 

rage of this insect king is already at its peak. 

"Disembark on that abandoned star. The guardians of the Oberion Empire are there right? I don't care 

who! I want the human guardians to die on this planet no matter what consequence there is." 

The Zergs who are ranked royal zergs are someone from the insect race that had reached the peak of 

their evolution. In their human form, these imperial zergs can feel pain and emotions. Yes, like a real 

human being but sadly, they can only feel compassion and pity towards their own race and treat the 

other races like humans as nothing but food. 

But when it comes to family and friends they are not much different than humans. the discrimination 

between the human race and alien races had been going on for the longest time. Humans were 

considered a low tier race despite their intelligence because of these the other alien races also don't see 

them eye to eye. 

This is the reason for never-ending wars and hate between varying races. Since the insect race, zergs, 

treat humans as food. The humans treated them as bugs or monsters to be eliminated. Since they are 

causing humans to hate them, they've never gotten along. 

Seeing their own planet destroyed, the first zerg king and first zerg queen finally lost it. They've ordered 

a full attack on Planet Citlali. They wished to destroy the Oberion Empire as revenge but with the 

current situation, it seems to be an impossible feat to achieve. What they could only do right now is to 

at least kill the pillars of the Empire. This is the real reason for their full-on attack against humans. 

--- 

On the Planet of Citlali, unknown to anyone. Everyone didn't notice that someone had entered the 

surface of the abandoned star. It was the current owner of the vessel that was known as the Empress of 

the Empire, Empress Adhara but the soul inside this body is someone called Hei Lian. She had used the 

item he got from Gui Xiajun. Gui Xiajun is a world hopper registered in the God System. As long as he has 

points, he can exchange any items in the God System's Mall Inventory. Since no one expected him to be 

a traitor, the privileges provided by the God System were exploited by him. His System had gone to his 

side too, this is why no one is able to report what Gui Xiajun is doing. 

There are lots of traitors like him hiding in the God System only when someone notices the strangeness 

in the system record that the administrators of the God System will know that something like this is 

happening. But as long as no one is reported, these traitors would use this loophole in the system and 

take advantage of it. This is the reason why Hei Anjing tasked System Baize to investigate. He wanted to 

catch all these guys and give him the record so he could personally report it to his uncle, father, or dad. 

[A/n: For those who don't remember System Baize, he is the system of world hopper named Liu Yan. 

They met at the Apocalypse World. The one Hei Anjing tasked to work for him was a spy and checked 

the records in the God System using his authority. In exchange he allowed System Baize to take his 

human form once at every world he and his host entered. Since Systems are usually prisoners serving 



their sentence. Except for Zhi Yue who works directly for the Nether System. He isn't originally a system 

but ended up becoming one for Hei Anjing.] 

Hei Lian in the vessel of the Empress looked vigilantly around her. She chooses to keep her presence as 

Gui Xiajun told her to. 

Opening her communication tools which cannot be traced by anyone as it was an unregistered item, she 

contacted Gui Xiajun. 

"Lord Gui, Hei Lian had successfully entered the abandoned star, Citlali. Thanks to the items the Lord 

had bestowed this little one, Hei Lian had arrived safely," reported Hei Lian. 

[Good work, Hei Lian. Remember your mission. You must assassinate the Marshal. As long as you kill him 

the person who killed your sister would feel the same pain as you did. In this world, there is no one 

more important than Marshal Altair Sirius to that Venerable Lord Hei. After all, the soul that resides in 

the vessel of the marshal is none other than his beloved other half.] 

Hei Lian's eyes glinted with excitement and hatred as she thought about that monster. She had always 

hated Hei Anjing for looking down on her and her clan. Except for their Clan Leader, no one else could 

enter his sight. Despite having the same surname, that person had never been interested in them even 

though they are all related by blood. 

The young descendants of the Hei Clan had all revered and admired Hei Anjing. After all, he is the 

youngest Celestial God that has ever existed. His strength and fame are well-known in all realms. Those 

who feared him ran away from him but those who idolized him can only look from a distance. As this 

person has a clear distinction to those he likes and hates. To him, strangers are nothing much different 

from the trees in the background, he has no interest and would never care about them. 

No one in the Hei Clan didn't know why the God of Destruction [Hei Anjing] and God of Punishment [Hei 

Sian (Father of Hei Anjing)] both hated the clan. This is because they've disowned Hei Sian before after 

his parents died. The clan wanted to kill him instead because the father of Hei Jue and elder brother of 

Hei Sian had protected his younger brother. He chooses to remain in the clan in exchange for letting his 

younger brother leave the clan safely. 

The elders of the Hei Clan agreed and Hei Sian's elder brother was imprisoned in the clan. Hei Sian took 

years to cultivate and his only goal is to save his brother. In those years, he had met Mo Yue. The Eldest 

Young Master of the Mo Clan. No one expected them to fall for each other after all, the latter is the 

renowned cold-hearted member of Mo. 

After Mo Yue and Hei Lian became Dao Companion for eternity, the Hei Clan's greediest can no longer 

be held back. The Mo Clan is the one and only Regal Clan in Vearth. The most prestigious and powerful 

family. The Hei Clan wanted to use their blood connection with Hei Sian to use the influence of the Regal 

Clan. Unfortunately, Hei Sian no longer accepted them. He only accepted his elder brother and his 

family, which is Hei Jue. The rest, he doesn't care about them but he had also announced that except for 

Hei Jue and his father, he doesn't have a relationship with the Hei Clan itself. It is because of this that 

the Hei Clan becomes a laughing stock in Vearth. They used to be a noble clan but with just a few words 

from Hei Sian, their reputation had plummeted to the ground. 



This is why the relationship between the Hei Clan and Mo Clan is bad.; Because the former is envious of 

another, they instinctively feel that the Mo Clan is restraining them. This was felt even by the current 

young generation. They admire and revere Hei Anjing but at the same time feel envious and hate him 

for ignoring them and because of this, the Hei Clan started to scheme against the Mo Clan and joined 

the enemy that wanted to annihilate the clan, the Ye Gui. 

Gui Xiajun noticed the sly glint that passed through Hei Lian's eyes. He smiled knowing that these people 

from the Hei Clan are so stupid. They were easily swayed and can be effortlessly controlled. 

"Don't worry, my lord. Even in exchange for this life, I will definitely avenge my sister no matter what!" 

said Hei Lian. 

[You had made your choice. I wish you a stroke of good luck.] 

Gui Xiajun means that her death is irreversible. After all, her target is the only precious person that was 

able to enter that God of Destruction's life. Meeting this venerate, it is impossible to escape death as 

long as he wishes to. You will never be able to flee in his presence especially after angering him. The 

communicator turned blank as the latter ended the call. Hei Lian roamed around the planet like a ghost 

waiting for the opportunity to achieve her only goal. 

The death of Marshal Sirius. 

 


